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Ref WMI-AFP065, WMI-AFP006

Dear Mr Singleton,
                                My name is Jean Lee-Jones ( born Powell ) and i have lived in 

 our family home most of my life. 
I nursed my mother when she became ill and eventually past away in her own bed a few
years ago now.
I grew up here safe and secure due to my father setting up the family business after he
returned from WW2, which we all did our bit to help out.
As you can imagine now that i have reached pensioner age i have lot of memories here and
strong ties.
The home and business has always been there for me throughout my life.
I have enjoyed the local countryside and fresh air, long walks across the fields and canal
tow paths with all the beauty around.
It will be devastating if this is to be ruined for ever and it shouldn’t be possible as this is
greenbelt land. Any time a local has attempted to get permission to build planning have
outright refused and now there is this massive application all on greenbelt and its been
given consideration is unbelievable.
There must be more suitable places for such a large venture and how can they say they will
provide local jobs when there are very few local people to Gailey.
These employees and the large volumes of HGV’s 24 hours a day will put even more strain
on already strained local roads. Gailey comes to a stand still daily these days.
If a back log happens when this scheme is up and running where will all these vehicles
park until there slot is available as I don’t think there is enough within there site. This
would mean parking on local roads, causing littering and fowling the area as i have seen in
similar schemes.
What about all the fumes, noise and pollution this will cause? A few mounds and some
shrubs will not negate these things. Croft lane will be surrounded by this scheme, people
who chose to live in a piece full scenic place under the illusion that there was no way this
could happen. 
Who would want to live here if the application is granted. Gailey will be extinguished like
FAL has suggested happens to the family business, instead of re-siting as we requested if
we must leave. 
Is this fair extinguish a community, should you make it legal for them to do this especially
when there are other sites available like Rugeley.

Regards,
               Jean Ann Lea-Jones.
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